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1. Three stepping stones for being great* 

2. And how those stepping stones can guide your 

branding
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“While you were sleeping, the world you’re 

now inhabiting has changed somehow.    

It might be a big change, a small change, 

but don’t assume anything…

Find out what’s going on.”

- Dan Wieden
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“Luck is the residue of design”

- Branch Rickey
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“R > W”
- - Charlotte Beers
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• Find the Truth

• Make Intentional Decisions

• Stay Vigilant
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• Interrogate behavior, not assumptions.

• What can you say with conviction?

– Problem you solve?

– Your history?

– Your reason for being?

– The niche you fill?

• Understand the relationship your key constituents 

have with your brand (not you)

• Apple circa 2006

• Old Spice 

• P&G 7



• Always start with an objective. Always.

– What does success look like?

– WHY are you doing something?

• Create Guardrails: what is on & off path?

– Tone?

– Behavior? 

– Content? 

• Manage Expectations

– Empower & Listen

• Old Spice
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• Always be planning

• Speak with Impact

– Everything & everyone says the same thing at the 

same time

– Fewer, bigger, better

• Sweat the small stuff

• Stick to it

• P&G
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P&G:

https://youtu.be/ll--BtYz7V0


• That’s all
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Our mission is to bring the ideals 
of the Portland Japanese Garden 
to the world: 
- art of craft, 
- connection to nature, 
- experience of peace.

The purpose of the Portland 
Japanese Garden is to create, 
maintain, improve, and 
administer an authentic, world-
class Japanese garden in the city 
of Portland and to offer 
compatible educational, cultural, 
artistic, horticultural, 
environmental, and charitable 
activities. 
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/j3dt3yozm3jn90c/1%20PJG%20Logo%20Deconstructed%20102916.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/kksp4q7l3mqbfvo/2%20PJG%20Logo%20Evolved%20102916.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ia9fv9envvgvida/3%20PJG%20Logo%20Architect%20102916.pdf?dl=0


So we stopped to find our truth & make 
intentional decisions 

1.Pause 

2.Align on strategic guiding principles

3.Share directions on tone, design, photography, color and 

font 

(assuming we’re aligned on #2)

4.If not aligned on #2, discuss more to ensure we get there



Phase 2. creating a strategic roadmap

From the information gathering phase, we create a 
roadmap to put stakes in the ground to ensure we 
stay on strategy. 

• What is the challenge we’re trying to solve?

• How does it tie to our audience?

• What is our brand hierarchy?



For the brand work, what is the challenge 

we’re trying to solve?

Make the Garden relevant and accessible to a contemporary audience. 

• Encourage personal engagement with the narrative and meaning of the 

Garden

• Connect Japanese garden ideals and modern life

• Resist over explaining; allow simplicity to speak

→ Align and update the branding and design to reflect the Garden’s evolution.



How does this tie to our audience?

Today, in a fast, complex, and messy world, the need for 

inspiration and tranquility, connection and understanding is 

more relevant than ever. 

Our hope is that our audiences will find these through the 

Garden’s three ideals:

1.Art of Craft

2.Connection to Nature

3.Experience of Peace
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PJG brand 
hierarchy The 

brand’s 
essence

Emotional benefits 

Reasons to believe
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Functional benefits



Reasons to believe: 
tangible assets as an organization

1. An authentic Japanese Garden
a. Water, Statues, Plants & trees, Sand & stones, rock walls, 
b. Tea House
c. Pristine maintenance led by a Japanese gardener
d. Something to be seen in every season

2. Authentic, Quality Programming
a. Classes & Demonstrations
b. Art Exhibitions & Receptions
c. Celebrations of Traditional Festivals

3. The Institute
a. Workshops
b. Master Scholars & Practitioners
c. Seminars

4. Cultural Crossing Additions
a. Tea Cafe Experience
b. Japanese Architecture
c. Japanese Style Uniforms

5. Staff - all focused on ometenashi
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Functional benefits: 
what is the tangible experience?

1. I see things from another culture 
2. I am continually encountering new things from the Garden ++
3. Lower negative physical responses (e.g., lower blood pressure, stress 

hormones, etc)
4. Higher positive physical responses (e.g., increased immune system, increased 

memory, etc)
5. I’m being present and intentional with technology, using it to focus in the 

moment (vs. being distracted by it) 
6. There’s less noise here
7. I’m supporting a local mainstay of Portland
8. I stay connected to the seasons
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The emotional benefits: 
what is the satisfaction that comes from the 
experience?

1. I’m taking care of myself 
2. I’m less amped & in a better state to take on life
3. I walk away feeling better
4. I’m feeding my brain 
5. I'm part of a larger community making a positive impact
6. Here’s a place that inspires me to do more
7. I am a small part of something much bigger - personal awareness, humility 
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Our essence:
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Portland Japanese Garden 
makes room for another 
way of being in the world.



Overall tone
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The tone should be one that’s welcoming and breaks down barriers. It needs to be 

INVITING, HUMBLE, CLEAR, UNDERSTATED AND CONSISTENT. It should 

not be OPINIONATED, STUFFY, OVERTLY CLEVER, OR TOO EARNEST. 

The Overall Tone presents itself SIMPLY, BUT BEAUTIFULLY; SPARE, BUT 

ELEGANT.

● Personal, yet not artificial or forced

● Timeless, yet contemporary

● Quiet, yet confident

● Elegant, yet unaffected

● Poetic, yet accessible

● Artistic, yet practical



Design direction: delivering the essence
SIMPLY, BUT BEAUTIFUL; SPARE, BUT ELEGANT. 

We should avoid too much visual opinion. Layouts should be clean, clear and uncluttered, with necessary 

information presented in a natural hierarchy. Balance between images, white space and text should 

give the audience breathing room for a personal experience. Photography should rule with text in 

support.
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Design direction: not delivering the essence
When design is more heavy-handed, it creates a strong opinion and persuades the audience to take 

its point of view. Busy, aggressive, complicated design tends to narrate a message rather than let 

the audience experience their own version of it. Cluttered layouts don’t let the mind and eyes 

relax. Showing a Garden image with too much text on and around it will lead the audience away 

from their own experience of the image. Garden illustrations have a strong opinion and should 

likely be avoided.
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https://web.archive.org/web/2016030513161
8/http://japanesegarden.org/
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